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WE NEED COMMUNITY–WIDE COMMITMENT TO SAFETY CORPS
Long-time members of Kol HaLev may
remember when all members worked one
shift a year as a greeter, much as we still
do for kiddush hosts. Greeters opened
doors and welcomed guests until 11 a.m.
After that latecomers could let themselves
in the unlocked door at any time.

take charge of the new Federation radio.
Safety Corps emerged to provide training
with the radio and full door coverage.

Without a stable of volunteers, however,
default Safety Corps coverage often fell to
a member attending services who agreed
to hold the Federation radio and one of
When The Japanese Language School be- a matching pair of walkie-talkies with
came our co-tenants, they required the front which arrivals could summon a person to
doors to remain locked at all times. With
give them entry. The system worked but
locked doors, we needed extended cover- was neither friendly nor welcoming.
age of the front doors—and a volunteer to
continued on page 5

OPEN HEARTS ON ROSH HASHANAH

by Mimi Plevin-Foust
On the first day of Rosh Hashanah, my mother and I were
delighted to participate in Kol HaLev’s alternative service,
based on poet and translator Marcia Falk’s book The Days
Between: Blessings, Poems, and Directions of the Heart for
the Jewish High Holiday Season. Over the past few years,
Kol HaLev has held several experiential Shabbat services
based on Falk’s other prayer book, The Book of Blessings.
Led by Dick Weinberger and co-organized by Art Biagianti in the Ratner chapel, the service alternated between
thoughtful poetic readings, quiet reflection and personal
responses from Kol HaLev members to what was read. It
continued on page 8
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DEADLINE FOR YOUR INPUT
on the topic of security is Tues., Nov. 6 at 6. p.m. If
you have yet to share with the board your thoughts
on our options for making Kol HaLev a secuire and
welcoming community, use this secure form,

THE BOARD’S DECISION TIMELINE
If you missed last week’s important security, please
read it here. It describes both the board’s security
decisions to this point and its timeline for bringing
to a close the current consideration of our security
options. The board plans to present and discuss a security proposal at our November meeting and take a
final vote in at the December meeting.

Please join us as our son and brother

EILAN SAMUEL OSTER
is called to the Torah as a Bar Mitzvah

Saturday, November 9, 2019 at 10 a.m,
Kiddush luncheon to follow
Robyn Novick & Andy,
Ari and Asher Oster
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rabbinic corner

rabbi steve segar

ROSH HASHANAH SERMON: OPTIMISM VS. HOPE
Once there was an old man who had the custom of taking a walk by the ocean each morning, to begin his day.
Early one morning, he was walking along the shore after a big storm had passed, and found the vast beach
littered with starfish as far as the eye could see, stretching in both directions. Off in the distance, the old
man noticed a small boy approaching. As the boy walked, he paused every so often and as he grew closer, the
man could see that he was occasionally bending down to pick up an object and throw it into the sea.  The boy
came closer still and the man called out, “Good morning! May I ask what it is that you are doing?”
The young boy paused, looked up, and replied “Throwing starfish into the ocean. The tide has washed them
up onto the beach and they can’t return to the sea by themselves,” the youth replied. “When the sun gets high,
they will die, unless I throw them back into the water.” Then the old man answered, “But there must be tens
of thousands of starfish on this beach. I’m afraid you won’t really be able to make much of a difference.” At that
moment, the boy bent down, picked up yet another starfish and threw it as far as he could into the ocean. Then he
turned, smiled and said, “It made a difference to that one!”
I imagine many of you may have heard a version of this story at one time or another, in one place or another, but
I’m wondering if you’ve ever thought about how deeply Jewish it is? I don’t mean to suggest that the original
version of it appeared in the Talmud, but rather that the story’s message is one that resonates powerfully with
our tradition. Its emphasis on cultivating hope, even and especially in situations that would seem to rule out
its reasonability, is one that extends far back into Jewish history and far down into the roots of Jewish life and
thought.
And, you don’t have to just take my word for it. There happen to be a number of highly respected scholars of our
tradition who have made the case that it is none other than a resilient sense of hope and possibility that stands at
continued on page 14

YOM KIPPUR SERMON: SING KOL HAOLAM KULO IN HEBREW
This is a song that is very familiar to many of us, and that we have sung here at Kol HaLev as far back as I
can remember. It would probably make our communal list of the top ten prayer songs of all time if we ever
decided to make one. And, it is not only here at Kol HaLev that this song is appreciated. It is a popular song at
synagogues across the spectrum of observance and all across the Jewish world, even in explicitly non-religious
contexts.
The words are based on a teaching attributed to the great, late 18th/early 19th century Hasidic master, Rebbe
Nachman of Bratzlav, and the melody was composed by American-Israeli Rabbi Baruch Chait as part of
performance for Israeli soldiers during the Yom Kippur War in 1973. The most literal, and not very poetic
translation of this song would be something like the following:
The whole entire world is a very narrow bridge and the main thing is to have no fear at all”
Why is it that we love singing this song so much? Is it because both parts of the melody are catchy and
evocative in their own ways? or that the divergent rhythm and tonality of each musical section nicely reflect the
paradoxical message of the words? I think the real answer lies within the content of the lyrics.
This song confronts us with a deep and unsettling truth about life, and then immediately provides us with a
sense that it’s possible to live in the presence of this truth without being paralyzed or held hostage by its power.
continued on page 18
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HESED
We send wishes for a refuah shleyma, a complete and speedy healing to Anita Cohn, Ralph Gwatkin, Lila Hanft,
Ron Kohn, and Pauline Raymond.
Many thanks to members who served as Monthly Coordinators: Molly Berger and Erica Steinweg (Sept.) and Leah
Kamionkowski (Oct.). During these months, members made check-in phone calls, provided rides, and sent cards.

HESED HELPERS
During the High Holy Days, Hesed co-chairs, Molly Berger and Erica Steinweg, spoke with the congregation about
the important work that Hesed volunteers provide for members who find themselves in need of support. In her remarks, Erica described both the reasons for and joy of volunteering as a Hesed Helper:
The reason for Hesed Helpers, in a nutshell, is the reality that as humans we are all vulnerable. We are vulnerable to illness. We are vulnerable to injury. And so are our loved ones. No matter how much money we have in
the bank, or how often we go to the gym, or eat just right--none of us exempt from these realities. They are are
simply part of the challenge of living this human life.
Oddly enough, however, riding right on the back of these dark moments there is the possibility of light, and love,
and warmth. Because these challenging times give us the opportunity to be a part of each other’s safety net--to
demonstrate that the universe holds kindness in it because we can be kind to each other. Not because we can step
in and make it perfect, or erase pain, but because we can remind each other with acts of loving kindness, with
acts of hesed, that none of us need be alone even in the midst of difficulty.
...
The rewards of generosity are great. We know, of course, that there are benefits to those on the receiving end.
However, there are benefits for the giver too. Though, I’ve noticed in the Western World that when we talk about
how generosity benefits the giver, the discussion can quickly turn to concerns about selfishness--that if there is
any hint of this act being “about me,” then the well has been poisoned.
While it is essential that awareness of another person is imperative for an act to be generous, to me, an awareness of the
effects of kindness on the giver does not diminish the generosity of the act at all. In my experience, an awareness of my
own feelings as I give increases the sense of connection and
compassion, because acts of hesed, or lovingkindness, naturally give warmth and light in two directions. That’s just how
love works. It goes both ways and that is part of its beauty.

[Volunteering] increases my sense
of connection and compassion,
because acts of hesed, or lovingkindness, naturally give warmth
and light in two directions. That’s
just how love works. It goes both
ways and that is part of its beauty.

Becoming a part of Hesed Helpers gives us an opportunity
to feel that warmth and light for both giver and receiver.
Whether it be a ride, a meal, a visit, sending cards, or shiva assistance, there are a variety of ways to give to our
fellow members.
There’s no obligation to respond to every call for assistance, and there are no committee meetings to attend. You
just give in a way that’s appropriate for you when you can.
Hesed Helpers is an amazing opportunity to connect with the community and our own natural goodness. To join,
you can contact Molly Berger and Erica Steinweg, the Hesed Co-chairs, at mollyberger@sbcglobal.net and
ericales77@gmail.com.
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Safety Corps, continued from page 1

SAFETY CORPS MYTH #1

After the shootings at the Tree of
Life building in Pittsburgh, locked
doors and controlled entry (which
Safety Corps’ roll) emerged as a
primary security mechanism, not
just in the best practices promoted
by law enforcement but in real life
news stories in which locked doors
alone deterred would-be shooters in
places of worship.

The Myth: Safety Corps is an amateur attempt to provide security
that is best left up to professional armed guards.
The Truth: Community safety volunteers serve a crucial function any
overall security plan, one which outside security, armed or otherwise,
cannot fulfill. According to research from the FBI, Dept. of Homeland
Security and other law enforcement agencies, community volunteers
possess an awareness of situational norms which outsiders don’t. It’s not
just that community volunteers can recognize just who does and doesn’t
belong to the community; they also can identify small deviations in the
normal environment -- the backpack that’s not normally there, the visitor
whose body language it out of synch with that of other Shabbat morning
shul attendees.

This is not to criticize those
synagogues which have chosen to
keep their doors open and unlocked;
there are several Reconstructionist
congregations which have chosen to
do so and have written thoughtfully
about why they’ve done so.
Our situation, however, is that
our doors must stay locked as a
condition of our lease agreement.
Given this, the challenged faced byt
the entire Kol HaLev community
is two-fold: 1) how to make locked
doors and controlled entry as
friendly and welcoming as possible,
and 2) how to involve enough
members in Safety Corps to meet
our agreement with JFC Security.
Enhancing Safety Corps
Safety Corps is our best tool for
keeping ourselves safer AND
retaining our welcoming culture.
Over the past months we’ve worked
hard to build a larger and consistent
corps of safety volunteers, but we
need more.

That’s why the Jewish Federation of Cleveland (JFC) Security, requires
all synagogues which use its services to maintain an active and robust
community safety corps; our agreement with them says that failure
to maintain a robust corps of community volunteer may result in
termination of all services.
In other words, members’ willingness to volunteer for Safety Corps will
result in us gaining ( or losing) increased professional security services
of any sort, including training, equipment and personnel.

How is Safety Corps “enhanced”?
•

What, exactly, do Safety Corps
volunteers do?

It’s bigger because it will
really take the whole village
to meet this need. According
to our agreement with JFC
Security, in order to receive
their services, we must maintain
a trained corps of volunteers
to cover all of our services and
events.

They greet members and visitors at
the front doors, control access by
being attuned to unusual situations
that might arise, and are trained to
use our dedicated JFC radio to be
in touch with first responders in the
event of an actual emergency, while

Although it varies according
to holidays and programming,
we need, on average, about
6-8 hours of Safety Corps
coverage a week. Much like
each household is asked to host
a kiddush each year, we’ll need

October/November 2019
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possible to be involved.

also keeping the welcoming aspect
of greeting as a key priority.
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•

There’s more training
available: JFC offers trainings
like the one held on Sept. 19
in preparation for our High
Holy Days, at which about 20
members learned situational
awareness specific to the Ratner
School building, and new
guidelines for effective usage
of our JFC emergency radio,
among other topics.

•

We’re developing simpleto-follow instructions. Using
JFC’s resources, many of which
were developed specifically for
houses of worship by the Secure
Community Network, we
continued on page 6
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Safety Corps, continued from page 5
will also be turning what we
continue to learn into simple
and effective processes that we
can all follow.
•

•

•

It’s easier than it’s ever been,
thanks to the expansion of JFC
Security, which has tripled its
number of patrol vehicles and
makes regular drive-through
the Ratner campus when we
have services and events. In
addition, there have been
changes to the policy for using
the Federation radio; JFC
Security now has personnel
stationed in local dispatch
centers, so volunteers can now
use the Federation radio any
time you would dial 911 and
alert not only JFC Security
but local police and other
Jewish synagoues, schools
and agencies in our area to an
emergenct situation.
We’re making the extra effort
to be welcoming. Remaining
a welcoming and open
community while increasing
our safety falls entirely to
us -- it’s not something JFC
Security will help with. Safety
Corps volunteers are literally
the face(s) of our community,
with dailiy opportunities to
convey our Kol HaLev’s
unique culture of acceptance
and invitation to others. What
practices should we adopt to be
more welcoming? Safety Corps
will be one of the primary loci
of community work to develop
better personal and communal
welcoming practices.
We’ve got a calendar year
to fill! Head to http://bit.ly/
doorduty and pick a shift or two
that works with your schedule!

SAFETY CORPS MYTHS #2
The Myth: Only people who go to services need to volunteer for
Safety Corps.
The Truth: Safety Corps requires the exercise of brains, not brawn.
The key skills required of Safety Corps are: 1. situational awareness
-- simply defined as knowing what is going on around you 2.
knowledge of the appropriate of responses to emergent situations
(there’s a handout to read and keep with you) and 3) the assurance
to take those actions -- to introduce yourself to and ask questions of
a person you’re not sure is a member, or use the Federation radio to
report suspicious behavior.
The only physical requirement is that you be able to be off and on your
feet repeatedly for a 2-hour shift and that you’re able to remain alert to
your environment for that length of time. The rest is straightforward,
and current volunteers have found that with a little training, the work
of Safety Corps volunteers is straightforward and that there’s plenty of
opportunity to welcome members and visitors with a hearty, “Shabbat
Shalom.”

SAFETY CORPS MYTHS #3
The Myth: Safety Corps volunteers must be strong enough to
physically prevent people from entering the doors,
The Truth: We all belong to Kol HaLev for different reasons and
make use of different aspects of the community. Some people never
go to services, some never miss a service, and everyone else falls in
between. One member’s service attendance can vary widely over the
years or change with a lifecycle event. At the heart of it all, however,
is need to belong to a place that honors the spirit and find communion
with other Jews.
Volunteering for Safety Corps, like hosting kiddush, is a mitzvah and
a way of honoring the community which has made you feel welcome.
Standing at the door demonstrates your concern for the community’s
safety while gifting everyone who enters with your most welcoming
smile. Just it feels good to be personally hailed each time you rejoin
the community, it feels good to offer that welcome to others.
Members who don’t normally attend services should absolutely,
definitely volunteer: Each shift is two hours, and if every adult
member of Kol HaLev takes one 2-hour shift a year, we’ll have
coverage for nearly all of our services and celebrations.

continued on page 7
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Safety Corps, continued from page 6

SIGN UP FOR SAFETY CORPS NOW!
To volunteer for Safety Corps, go to http://bit.ly/doorduty. (Sign-up Genius’ interface has changed; follow the
instructions below).
1. Generally speaking, Safety Corps shifts are two
3. Regular Shabbat services begin at 10:30 but B’nai
hours long.
Mitzvah services begin at 10 a.m., Volunteers
should arrive at 9:30 on B’nai Mitzvah days.
2. On Shabbat mornings, there are 2 shifts:
• Shift #1 -10 a.m.-12 p.m.,
4. Kabbalat Shabbats are usually a single 2-hour shift
• Shift #2 -12 p.m.-through the end of kiddush
5. Length and start times for other events as noted
or 2 p.m., which ever comes first.

AVAILABLE SAFETY CORPS (& KIDDUSH HOSTING) SHIFTS
November
9 Shabbat morning & Bat Mitzvah:
noon shift
15 Shabbat morning both shifts
22 Kabbalat Shabbat: one shift
23 Shabbat morning both shifts
December
7 Shabbat Service: noon shift
14 Shabbat morning both shifts
21 Shabbat morning both shifts
22 Hanukkah Party: one shift
January
4 Shabbat morning both shifts
11 Shabbat morning both shifts
18 Shabbat morning both shifts
24 Kabbalat Shabbat: one shift
25 Shabbat morning both shifts
February
1 Shabbat morning: noon shift
8 Shabbat morning both shifts

9 Tu B’Shvat Seder: one shift
15 Shabbat morning both shifts
22 Shabbat morning both shifts
29 Kabbalat Shabbat: one shift
March
7 Shabbat morning both shifts
9 Erev Purim Party: one shift
14 Shabbat morning both shifts
21 Shabbat morning both shifts
27 Kabbalat Shabbat: one shift
28 Shabbat morning both shifts
April
4 Shabbat morning & Bat Mitzvah:
both shifts
9 Pesach 1 service: both shifts
11 Shabbat morning both shifts
15 Pesach 7 service: both shifts
18 Shabbat morning & Bat Mitzvah:
both shifts
25 Shabbat morning both shifts

May
2 Shabbat morning both shifts
9 Shabbat morning both shifts
12 Lag B’Omer: one shift
16 Shabbat morning both shifts
23 Shabbat morning both shifts
30 Shabbat morning both shifts
June
6 Shabbat morning both shifts
13 Shabbat morning both shifts
20 Shabbat morning both shifts
27 Shabbat morning both shifts
July
4 Shabbat morning both shifts
11 Shabbat morning both shifts
18 Shabbat morning both shifts
25 Shabbat morning both shifts
Dates in red also have slots for
Kiddush hosts available

How to sign up for a Safety Corps shifts (and kiddush hosting)
The Sign-up Genius interface has changed a little.
1. Go to the Safety Corps sign-up genius at http://bit.ly/doorduty
2. Select the shift you want to volunteer for and click the checkbox in
the button that says “Sign Up.”
3. Scroll all the way down to the bottom until you see the button
that says “Submit and Sign Up.” Click the button and THEN
you’ll be taken to a screen where you can sign up.

October/November 2019
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Alternative Rosh Hashanah service, continued from page 1.
was a deeply meaningful service for me, my mother, and
many others, made even better
by the thoughtful and original
responses offered by other
members. I hope this will be
the first of many similar services in the future.

May It Be So
May the year bring abundant blessings—
beauty, creativity, delight!
May we be confident, courageous,
and devoted to our callings.

Mimi Plevin-Foust
Falk describes her book as
a “companion for travelers
on the to-and-fro journey of
Aseret Y’mey T’shuvah, the Ten Days of Returning—
inward to the self and outward to relationships between
the self and other.”

Her book re-creates Jewish prayer from an inclusive,
nonhierarchical perspective. In the chapter, “Opening
the Heart,” she distills the Rosh Hashanah service to
a few of its key biblical verses, augmented with brief
reflections, Deuteronomy 30:12-14 and a poem.
The themes Falk re-visioned for the Rosh Hashanah
service are:

•
•
•

Shofarot (Calls): The call to awakening the self and
to hearing others.
Zikhronot (Recalling): Memory, imagination,
and the forming of the self; the emergence of
relationships.
Malkhuyot (Callings): The values we hold above
all else. The Sh’ma is reframed as finding our
place in the greater one-ness.

I especially loved the closing blessing we read
which was created by Falk as an abecedarian poem
in which the initial letters of key words appear in
alphabetical order. Such liturgical poems or piyyut
were traditionally written for the high holy days to list
either our sins or God’s attributes. Instead, Falk created
a poem called ‘May It Be So’ to express wishes, hopes
and blessings – a poem I’ve reread many times since
our Rosh Hashanah service because it lists all the
blessings that I could wish for myself, my loved ones
and all humanity.

October/November 2019
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May our lives be enriched with education.
May we find enjoyment in our work
and fulfillment in our friendships.
May we grow, may we have good health.
In darker times, may we be sustained
by gratitude and hope.
May we be infused with joy.
May we know intimacy and kindness,
may we love without limit.
May the hours be enhanced with music
and nurtured by art.
May our endeavors be marked by originality.
May we take pleasure in daily living.
May we find peace within ourselves
and help peace emerge in the world.
May we receive the gifts of quiet.
May reason guide our choices,
may romance grace our lives.
May our spirits be serene,
may we find solace in solitude.
May we embrace tolerance and truth
and the understanding that underlies both.
May we be inspired with vision and wonder,
May we be open to exploration.
May our deepest yearnings be fulfilled.
May we be suffused with zeal for life.
May we merit these blessings
and may they come to be.
May it be so.
—Marcia Falk, The Days Between
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HUG HASEFER: BOOK DISCUSSION GROUP
The November meeting is Thursday, November 21, at the home of Happy Wallach. We
will discuss Being Both: Embracing Two Religions in One Interfaith Family by Susan Katz
Miller. (264 pages, a Kindle version is available). Note that this is the THIRD Thursday of the
month.
An introduction: Susan Katz Miller grew up with a Jewish father and Christian mother, and
was raised Jewish. Now in an interfaith marriage herself, she is one of the growing number
of Americans who are boldly electing to raise children with both faiths, rather than in one
religion or the other (or without religion). In Being Both, Miller draws on original surveys
and interviews with parents, students, teachers, and clergy, as well as on her own journey, to
chronicle this controversial grassroots movement.
Almost a third of all married Americans have a spouse from another religion, and there
are now more children in Christian-Jewish interfaith families than in families with two Jewish parents. Across the
country, many of these families are challenging the traditional idea that they must choose one religion. In some
cities, more interfaith couples are raising children with “both” rather than Jewish-only. What does this mean for
these families, for these children, and for religious institutions?
Miller argues that there are distinct benefits for families who reject the false choice of “either/or” and instead
embrace the synergy of being both. Reporting on hundreds of parents and children who celebrate two religions,
she documents why couples make this choice, and how children appreciate dual-faith education. But often families
who choose both have trouble finding supportive clergy and community. To that end, Miller includes advice and
resources for interfaith families planning baby-welcoming and coming-of-age ceremonies, and seeking to find
or form interfaith education programs. She also addresses the difficulties that interfaith families can encounter,
wrestling with spiritual questions (“Will our children believe in God?”) and challenges (“How do we talk about
Jesus?”). And finally, looking beyond Judaism and Christianity, Being Both provides the first glimpse of the next
interfaith wave: intermarried Muslim, Hindu and Buddhist couples raising children in two religions.
Being Both is at once a rousing declaration of the benefits of celebrating two religions, and a blueprint for
interfaith families who are seeking guidance and community support.
The book for December is Ordinary Jews by Yehoshue Perle.
All Kol HaLev members are welcome to attend the book group. For more information about the group, including
a calendar of the book selections for this year, look at our web page (kolhalev.net/book_group) and contact Kevin
(KJW@oberlin.net) to be added to the group’s e-mail list.

KOL HALEV
MEMBERS AT THE
SEPT. 20 CLIMATE
CHANGE PROTEST
IN PUBLIC SQUARE
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AS GCC REGENERATES, OUR CLIMATE CHANGE GROUP MAKES PLANS
by Allen Binstock, GCC Core Team
Kol HaLev’s membership in Greater Cleveland Congregations (GCC) has added so many dimensions to life
in our community. Many of you have attended large and enthusiastic campaign assemblies at GCC member
congregations. whether it was at Olivet Baptist Church in support of Medicaid Expansion or the Cleveland School
Board Levy, or at Fairmount Temple for a candidates’ forum for the office of County Prosecutor. Some of you
have attended joint Passover seders at Elizabeth Baptist Church. These exciting events have been put on hold
lately while GCC conducts a Strengthening Our Power campaign that has been going on now for over a year.
During this campaign, GCC has sought to educate members about community organizing while also seeking to
bring new congregations into the fold. A number of Kol HaLev members have been engaged in both of these
activities.
During this past summer, clergy breakfasts were held so that GCC clergy could get to know each other better and
meet non-GCC clergy. These have been very well attended events and our own Rabbi Steve participated. More
recently, Rabbi Steve and I went to a meeting at Lee Road Baptist Church to meet with clergy and members
of congregations who are considering joining GCC. We had some really good discussions with members and
clergy from Lee Road Baptist and from the West Park United Church of Christ affiliate in Cleveland. It was very
enriching to meet with these people and we are hopeful that those congregations will join GCC. Kol HaLev may
soon be doing a joint event with one of these congregations.
Meanwhile, there are a number of GCC campaigns that are quietly going forward and making progress. Kol
HaLev member Donna Weinberger, a member of the GCC Strategy Team, is involved in two major efforts: 1)
GCC’s ongoing campaign to get Cuyahoga County to fund mental health crisis centers in the city of Cleveland,
and 2) GCC’s nationwide gun safety campaign known as “Do Not Stand Idly By.” (GCC was recently applauded
by Plain Dealer columnist Phillip Morris’ in his September 25 column in which he praised us for our Q Arena
Campaign that placed the mental health centers issue on the County’s agenda.)
Donna provided an excellent and well-attended presentation at the Yom Kippur day Social Action Forum at Kol
HaLev. She discussed the history of the GCC campaign to get the mental health centers funded and operating.
Donna explained that all of our efforts bore fruit when the Cuyahoga County Council recently voted 2.5 million
dollars to fund a mental health program along the lines we have been pursuing. There is still much work to
be done to get these centers up and running in a way that diverts people from the criminal justice system and
benefits the community. Donna further announced that there will be a community-wide meeting in November and
perhaps another in December to celebrate our initial success on this issue. I plan to attend and will report on this
meeting(s) in the next Kol HaLev ewsletter.
Closer to home, the action initiatives started by the GCC Core Team are moving forward. The Climate Change
Group met on September 23 and heard reports from several action teams. The tree group headed by Kol HaLev
member Margy Weinberg continues to work on a project to create a tree culture in Kol HaLev. Planting trees is
considered a significant strategy for reducing carbon in the atmosphere. The tree group is also currently studying
a community orchard project that exists in Bloomington, Indiana. The latter idea was brought to the group by Kol
HaLevmember Deb Gross. Finally, the tree group is hoping to contribute to a richer Kol HaLev observance of the
Tu B’Shevat holiday.
The Climate Change Group also heard reports from two other action initiatives. The social investing group is
researching ways in which to encourage individuals and institutions to invest their assets in a socially responsible
way that promotes carbon reduction. Kol HaLev Core Team member Karly Whitaker is coordinating that group.
A third group coordinated by Kol HaLev member Nancy Hecht has researched ways to expand the use of
public transportation. Nancy will be collecting stories that promote this goal. Contact me if you are interested in
participating in one of these climate change initiatives or if you want more information about GCC. The next
Climate Change Group meeting is scheduled on the evening of November 12 and all members of Kol HaLev
are welcome to attend.
October/November 2019
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SPEAKING FROM THE HEART

ald ﬦixcn

LEYNING: EMBRACING TRADITION IN THE PRESENT TENSE
by Jane Kaufman
Having come of age in the late
1970s when few girls at my
childhood congregation became bat
mitzvah, I opted out.

It still does 25 years later.

That meant I didn’t learn to read
Torah as a child -- or Hebrew.

With the gabbai sheni looking on to
check pronunciation, it is exacting
work.

As an adult, learning to leyn (or
chant Torah from the bimah) at the
age of 30 was intimidating.
To read Hebrew without vowels – to
chant from the Torah without benefit
of cantillation marks -- required near
memorization of each verse for me.

Yet I find the whole system
intriguing and beautiful.

Today, when I read Torah at Kol
HaLev, I must spend hours in
practice before hand.
There is no guarantee that I will be
able to deliver a flawless reading of
even short aliyot.

One shift in perspective has helped.
I’ve come to think of the role of the
gabbai sheni as an ally -- even a
helpmate in providing a moment for
others to participate in the mitzvah
of hearing the Torah read -- rather
than as a critic.
And I am grateful to live at a time
when I am able to partake in this
beautiful, ancient practice that
stands at the center of the service.
Each time I am filled with awe.

INTERCONNECTEDNESS: KOL HALEV AS AN EXTENDED FAMILY
by David Conn
Ed. note: Whenever possible, the board begins its
monthly meetings with a bracha (blessing) by Rabbi
Steve and a d’var Torah (explication) of that week’s
parasha by our hosts. The board found the d’var
which David Conn offered at our September meeting
so inspiring they asked that it be
publish in the newsletter.
This week’s Torah portion is KiTetze (“When You Go Forth”).
Deuteronomy chapter 16, verses
16 and 17 read: “The fathers shall
not be put to death because of the
children, neither shall the children
be put to death because of the
fathers.” With modern sensibilities,
we can broaden the scope of
“fathers” to include both parents.

May we always value,
cultivate and live out
the interconnectedness
and mutual involvement
that help define our
sacred community.

In a D’var Torah found within his book, The Bedside
Torah, Rabbi Bradley Shavit Artson notes that
elsewhere that G-d “visits the iniquity of the parents
on the children’ (to the third or fourth generation, if I
recall correctly). Rabbi Artson vocalizes the question
immediately on our minds: how can we reconcile both
passages?
He points out the Talmudic explanation that “one verse
October/November 2019

deals with children who continue in the same course as
their parents, and the other verse with children who do
not continue in the course of their parents.” Even this
passage is somewhat problematic because it violates
our notion of purely individual responsibility for our
actions.
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On the other hand, as
Rabbi Artson points out,
by highlighting the tension
between family and individual,
our sages suggest that “[being]
a family…[means]…having
your nose in each other’s
business. There is no way
to separate intimacy and
caring from involvement and
intrusion. While it may be
necessary to learn when to
back off, it is also necessary to learn how to be involved
in the lives of those we love.”
So it is, I believe, with a close community like
Kol HaLev. At the board level, our schedules and
brain waves are intertwined for the duration of
our board service. On a much broader and deeper
continued on page 17
Kol HaLev Happenings
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PHOTO GALLERY: SIMCHAT TORAH

YAHRZEITS
They are now a part of us, as we remember them
Members of Kol HaLev will mark the following yahrzeits during the next month:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ami Kopstein, husband of Glenda Kupersmith
Mildred Rosenberg, mother of Sue Biagianti
Gwen Katz, mother of Barbara Epstein
Elliott Warner, husband of Audrey Warner
Felix Freilich, father of Joel Frelich
Ben Lewis, husband of Bellamy Printa
Sam Kelman, husband of Anna Kelman, father of Adina Davidson
Charline Cooper, mother of Maxine Brand
Heidi Manela, grandmother of Aaron Manela
Betty Kohn, stepmother of Ron Kohn
Fred Manela, grandfather of Aaron Manela

Kol HaLev members may include the yahrzeit of loved ones in Kol HaLev Happenings by submitting the name of
the deceased, the relationship to the member, and the date of death including the year to office@kolhalev.net.
October/November 2019
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Bring home the wisdom!
Bring home the wisdom & ruach of Kol
HaLev with this curated selection of blessings
written by Rabbi Steve for the thematic aliyot
during Shabbat morning Torah services.
Introduction by Rabbi Jeffrey Schein.

Price: $18 each
Order one to cherish yourself, and share the
beauty and wisdom with others – it’s a lovely
gift for teachers, parents, children, and friends.
Thanks to an anonymous member who underwrote
the printing of Pearls of Blessing, 100% of sales
supports the future of our sacred community.

Order Form
Name:_____________________________________ Email: _____________________
Address:_______________________________________________________________
Phone: ___________________________ # of copies _____ at $18 each = $_________

☐
☐
☐
☐

Payment. Choose one:
I am paying by check and mailing this form and the check to Kol HaLev, 2245 Warrensville Center Road,
Suite 215 . University Heights, OH 44118.
I am paying online. I will mail or email this form (office@kolhalev.net), then follow the directions at
https://kolhalev.net/pay_simple to make my payment.
Delivery. Choose one:
Pickup at the office. I will pick up my book(s) at the Kol HaLev office. 2245 Warrensville Center Road,
Suite 215 . University Heights. I understand that pickup times will be limited to the office hours kept by
office administrator Bettse, which are 9-2 on Mon., Wed., or Fri., and that I should call the office (216-3201498) to confirm Bettse will be in before I come.
Delivery by U.S. mail. Mail my book(s) to me at the address above for an additional $8 (Priority flat rate).
I have added the $8 postage to my total, which comes to: $___________

October/November 2019
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Rosh Hashanah sermon, continued from page 3
the very center of Jewish life and teachings. And not
only that, but also, that this sense of hope is the main
contribution that Judaism has made to the rest of the
human community.
One of those scholars is Rabbi Jonathan Sacks, the
former Chief Rabbi of Great Britain. He says the
following:
“At the heart of Judaism is a belief so
fundamental to Western civilization that we take
it for granted, yet it is anything but self-evident.
It has been challenged many times, rarely more
so than today. It is the belief in human freedom .
. . [that] the future is open. [That] there is nothing
inevitable in the affairs of humankind . . . Western
civilization, he continues, is the product of two
cultures: ancient Greece and ancient Israel. . . The
Greeks gave the world the concept of tragedy.
And, Jews gave it the idea of hope. The whole of
Judaism – though it would take a book to show it
– is a set of laws and narratives designed to create
in people, families, communities and a nation,
habits that defeat despair. Judaism is the voice of
hope in the conversation of humankind.”
Another scholar addressing this issue is Rabbi Yitz
Greenberg, who comes at it from a slightly different
angle. He explains that:
“By summoning the future into the present
reality, Judaism cultivates the fundamental
quality of hope in humans . . . Uniquely, the
human being can anticipate the future and bring
it closer. Thus an event that has not yet occurred,
can have a profound impact on the present.
An impact strong enough to overcome even
powerful past conditioning. Beaten, tormented
and totally ground down, human beings, inspired
by the future, have arisen and reversed all the
conditioning of despair. The human is a futureoriented creature to whom hope is life giving.”
At first glance, this may seem like an astonishing
assertion. After all, it doesn’t take much effort to reflect
on Jewish history, and realize that for a good portion
of our existence as a people, we have been confronted
with circumstances that were harsh and oppressive,
and showed no signs of being transformed for the
better in the foreseeable future. In other words, these
circumstances were not in the least bit hope-inspiring,
October/November 2019
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at least in the conventional sense of that term.
So, the notion of hope that Rabbis Sacks and Greenberg
are attributing to Jewish tradition, cannot possibly refer
to the way this word is most commonly understood in
modern usage.
This understanding generally implies a sense of relative
confidence that things are going to turn out as one
would like them to. As in the sentence, “I’m hopeful
that my book is going to be published.”
This usage of the word “hope” is actually closer to
what many would call optimism. While I think many
of us might instinctively see these two words as nearly
synonymous, the implication of what these two Jewish
scholars have to say about hope within a Jewish
context, requires that we instead draw a clear distinction
between them.
Well, it turns out that this disguised dichotomy, whether
between hope and optimism, or two very different uses
of the word hope, has been noticed and explored in
recent years by other scholars from across the spectrum
of religious traditions and academic disciplines. And
what they have to say I think can help us to clarify
some of the differences between them.
One of these is David Henderson, a professor of
educational leadership at Montana State University,
who shares the following:
Optimism depends on the world’s dark realities
relenting—they will not. Optimism requires externals to
work themselves out—they will not. Hope, on the other
hand, doesn’t ignore external realities; it simply knows
the human heart’s capacity to withstand those realities,
and it trusts in the inexhaustible power of our hearts to
choose love over fear.
Here is another perspective from professor of Christian
Theology, Ellen Marshall:
Optimism, she says, involves a denial of all of
the limitations around things, the losses and the
vulnerability of things. It’s the “can-do” attitude: “No
matter what, this will be OK.” Hope is different from
that.
Responsible hope . . . is a way to indicate that our
hope . . . needs to remain accountable to the losses and
limits of life, to the real vulnerabilities [that we face]. . .
continued on page 16
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Rosh Hashanah sermon, continued from page 15
Thinking about hope responsibly is a way to encourage
and foster a sense of possibility that doesn’t deny the
ways in which things aren’t OK. It’s a more sober
disposition than optimism, and it may also be a little
bit more of an [emotionally and spiritually] athletic
disposition. It takes a while to really maintain this kind
of hope and keep it going.

like there is much that is unclear and threatening about
the present and the foreseeable future; both the future of
our society here in the US, and the future of our planet
more generally.

A third very important voice on this topic is that of
activist, philosopher and Buddhist scholar, Joanna
Macy. She has thought and taught about the nature
of hope and its cultivation as much as anyone in this
generation or the previous one. In her book, Active
Hope, she develops a definition of this attribute that
affirms the accuracy of our initial perspectives, but goes
beyond them as well.

•

The recent resurgence of hyper-nationalism all over
the world, which has brought to the fore levels of
hatred and prejudice that many had mistakenly
believed were on their way to the dustbin of history.

•

Individual acts of violence, inspired by a reinvigorated white supremacist ideology, against
groups that are seen as being “other” in some way,
with the Jewish community being one prominent
target, along with Muslims, African-Americans
and those whose roots stem from Latin-American
cultures.

•

Society-wide bigotry and oppression towards
groups that have been deemed “outsiders” by
political leadership.

•

The upending of international political alliances
that have been in place since the end of the Second
world war, raising serious questions about the
direction and balance of the global political system.

•

Ever more clearly and desperately articulated
warnings about the threat posed to the world by
the crisis of climate change, as well as growing
evidence on the ground of its undisputable reality,
which include:

She says the following in the book’s introduction:
“The word hope has two different meanings. The first
involves hopefulness, believing our preferred outcome
is reasonably likely to happen. If we require this kind
of hope before we commit ourselves to an action, our
response gets blocked in areas where we don’t rate our
chances too high.
The second meaning is about desire. It is this kind of
hope that starts our journey — knowing what we hope
for and what we’d like, or love, to take place. It is what
we do with this hope that really makes the difference.
Passive hope is about waiting for external agencies
to bring about what we desire. Active Hope is about
becoming . . . participants in bringing about what we
hope for.
Active Hope is a practice. Like tai chi or gardening, it
is something we do rather than have. Since Active Hope
does not require our optimism, we can apply it even in
areas where we feel hopeless. The guiding impetus is
intention; we choose what we aim to bring about, act
for, or express. Rather than weighing our chances and
proceeding only when we feel hopeful, we focus on our
intention and let it be our guide.”
These perspectives on the nature of hope and optimism,
and the differences between them, feels especially
applicable and important to engage with at this time, for
reasons that are all too familiar to us.
We are currently living through a period of history,
which, for many of us, has certainly challenged the
sense that we are headed in a positive direction. It feels
October/November 2019
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There are many strands that are woven into this sense of
challenge and threat. Here are just a few of them:

•
•
•
•

•

The increasing frequency of extreme
weather events
The melting of polar ice.
The steady drift upward in global
temperatures,
The degradation and possible destruction of
critical global eco-systems such as the coral
reefs of the world’s oceans and the Amazon
rainforest
The potential mass extinction of species, the
likes of which our planet has not seen for
over fifty million years.

As we face, and struggle to respond, to these profound
continued on page 17
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David Conn, continued from page 11
level, however, I see, feel and experience a deep interconnectedness among many Kol HaLev members. Some
connections are publicized and facilitated (e.g., our Book Group, efforts to find members seats at a Seder table,
matching members up for a Break the Fast meal). A lot, however, is organic and unpublicized. While hard to
“measure,” I frequently become aware of and participate in various get togethers outside our services and events:
Shabbat dinners, getting together at Cleveland community and cultural events, helping members move, providing
transportation for medical procedures, private meetings to listen/talk or to help with something. We are like a big
network of friends, an extended family of sorts, involved in each other’s lives.
I can say personally that this involvement has been a great source of pleasure, comfort and sustenance for me and
my family, and has helped create meaning in our lives. I believe many Kol HaLev members have had a similar
experience, and I find it a great strength of our congregation. May we always value, cultivate and live out the
interconnectedness and mutual involvement that help define our sacred community.

Rosh Hashanah sermon, continued from page 16
and destabilizing challenges, it is certainly not a
time for optimism, but hope, perhaps, still remains a
possibility. Though only if we commit to the kind of
hope at the heart of our tradition as explained by Rabbis
Sacks and Greenberg, and as described by teachers such
as Joanna Macy.
This is the kind of hope that I have seen embodied
by activists right here in our local community, and in
other parts of our country, who are pursuing innovative
initiatives to transform seemingly intractable problems
such as multi-generational poverty, the epidemic of
gun violence, structural discrimination against minority
communities and ecological vulnerability.
This is also the kind of hope I have seen personified by
a teenage girl from Sweden who overcame an initial
clinical depression in response to the current reality, and
future implications, of the climate crisis.
And, who has, since then, ignited a global movement
of millions, that is confronting all of us in the adult
demographic, around our denial and immobilization
in the face of this crisis. And, who has courageously
issued a scathing challenge to global political and
economic leaders to significantly up their ecological
game, while enduring a dishonorable, cowardly and
flawed critique from her detractors.
Seeking out these and other role models, and staying
engaged with their unfolding stories, can help us resist
the temptation to sacrifice our hope on the altar of our
depleted optimism; it can both inspire and challenge
each of us to move beyond wherever we might find
ourselves on the spectrum of involvement, and can
strengthen our own capacity to generate a reservoir of
October/November 2019
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hope that is truly fed from our deepest internal streams.
This is a hope that does not whitewash the clear and
potent reality of pain, oppression and peril in our world
at this time.
This is a hope that trusts in the truth of human freedom.
This is a hope that knows the future to be open and
malleable rather than determined by our present reality,
if we are willing to access the power of that freedom.
This is a hope that is not dependent on the presence of a
clear path to achievement.
And, this is a hope that understands we cannot any
longer be merely spectators in the drama of cultural,
political and spiritual progress. That we each must find
our own way to take part in determining the trajectory
of our collective future. And that doing so, will require
all of us to push beyond our comfort zones, and also
to take a greater level of risk that we are probably
accustomed to.
This is a hope that senses the untapped power of the
human heart and will
And finally, this is a hope that is rooted in our deepest
and clearest yearning for a sustainable and humane
world, that will nourish life on earth, human and
otherwise, for a long time to come.
May this new year of 5780 grant us the courage and
the resolve to embrace such a responsible, active and
potentially transformative practice of hope!
Ken yehi Ratzon! Shanah tovah and Good yuntif!
Kol HaLev Happenings

Yom Kippur sermon,, continued from page 3
The truth that this song highlights is the fundamental
reality of our vulnerability and fragility as physical
beings in a highly unpredictable universe. That is how I
understand the image of the very narrow bridge.
This of course is not news to any of us, but my informal
polling suggests that reflecting on this reality is
something that most of us do not typically feel much
enthusiasm for. Instead, we avert our eyes rather than
risk the natural reaction of worry, fear or even terror
that may ensue; exactly what the second part of the
song adjures us against.

section. When it says, “The main thing is to have no
fear at all.” That goal or outcome just has not ever
seemed very realistic to me, or even entirely healthy.
It’s in this context that I am going to suggest that maybe
the message of the song Kol HaOlam Kulo goes a little
too far. Maybe we can’t be completely rid of our fear
and maybe we shouldn’t even be trying to do so. Why
would I say such a thing?
One reason is that, in the larger context of human
history and evolution, it is our sensitivity to danger, and
our related ability to take protective action, that became
a survival trait which was passed down through the
generations. This remains a resource for us in our lives
today.
As just one simple example, most parents will
instinctively try to instill some amount of fear in their
young children to prevent them from chasing a ball into
the street and putting themselves in harm’s way.

This song would be compelling in most times and
contexts simply because the presence and challenge of
fear is such a pervasive issue in human life. As the great
medieval rabbi and scholar, Maimonides noted almost
a millennium ago, a significant amount of the difficulty
that we face in our lives comes about due to the fact
that we are subject to the natural
forces that give structure to our
physical universe; forces which can
We need to recognize that
randomly bring devastation and pain
we are surrounded by friends
into our lives, including things such
and allies who share our
as natural disasters or bodily illness.

commitment to freedom
of religion, freedom from
want and freedom from
oppression.
~ Rabbi David Teutsch

Another reason is that
something inside of us
understands, that there is
a connection between the
ability to experience fear,
and the ability to connect
with wonder, compassion
and gratitude. If we cut
ourselves off from one,
then we will inevitably be
cut off from the others as
well.

Another major source of distress,
according to Maimonides, arises
from the subjective decisions made
by one person or group of people
that, whether intentionally or out
of negligence, generate negative
effects in the lives of other persons
or groups.
This category encompasses behaviors such as crime,
war, certain kinds of political decisions, and even
hostile social or inter-personal dynamics. Anticipating
or going through any of these kinds of adversities
can inspire fear in us, and most of us encounter them
directly or indirectly on some kind of regular basis in
our lives.
Given this reality, it’s no wonder that the message
of this song, that we can look directly at our human
situation, and yet somehow eliminate or avoid the fear
that it instinctively evokes, resonates so deeply with so
many people.

One further reason is that by setting up the nearly
impossible goal of a fear-free life, we may put such
energy and effort into the attempt to attain it, that we
inadvertently, or even consciously, relinquish other
extremely important values and commitments, without
which our lives are emptied of richness and meaning.

Still, as much as I appreciate the general direction
in which we are pushed by this text, I have always
wrestled a bit with the unqualified way in which our
relationship to fear is depicted in the song’s second

What other perspectives on the place of fear in our lives
exist that would allow for a more flexible relationship
to its appearance and energies? Here’s one from Nelson
continued on page 19
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All of this would seem to suggest that our relationship
to the emotion of fear would ideally be more complex
and nuanced than what is put forward in this song, or
than what was similarly expressed in the famous quote
by Franklin Roosevelt in his first inauguration speech,
when he said that we have nothing to fear but fear itself.

Kol HaLev Happenings

Yom Kippur sermon, continued from page 18
Mandela. He said, “ I learned that courage was not
the absence of fear, but the triumph over it. The brave
person is not the one who does not feel afraid, but
the one who conquers that fear.” It also turns out that
Rebbe Nachman himself, the putative source of the
Kol HaOlam Kulo text, offers a less absolutist piece
of advice about fear. In his original teaching, that the
contemporary song is based on, what he says is actually
better rendered as, “the most importantthing is not to
be overcome by fear” rather than to not feel fear at all.
This is a subtle but critical distinction.
In both of these quotes, it is recognized that fear is a
natural and inherent part of life, but that the presence
of some other element, Mandela calls it courage, and
Rebbe Nachman leaves it unnamed, mitigates and sets
boundaries around the authority that fear is given to
determine our behavior. Fear itself, contra President
Roosevelt, actually isn’t the problem, rather it’s when
we succumb to fear and allow it to sit in the driver’s
seat that we get into trouble.
What does it look like when fear sits in the driver’s
seat? I think we may get some insight from the science
of human physiology.
When fear overtakes us, we are in the grip of what is
known as the sympathetic nervous system. In such a
scenario, we go into the classic fight, flight or freeze
response. Our heartrate and blood pressure elevate, our
pupils dilate, and our capacity to engage in demanding
physical action increases.
However, our capacity to think with the rational part
of our brain goes out the window. So, while having
access to this altered physiological state in a truly lifethreatening situation can be critical, and potentially,
life-saving, we are also susceptible to saying and doing
things under its influence that we may deeply regret
after the fact. And, beyond that, remaining in this state
for an extended period of time carries additional risks
of its own. This is so because our ability both to see a
wider range of options in any given situation, and/or to
implement them, is severely diminished.
If in a more typical period of history, there is already
some danger that we could find ourselves with fear
playing a larger role in our lives than is good for
us, how much more so is that a possibility in the
contemporary climate, as we all grapple not only with
our usual, “garden variety” human fears, but with the
October/November 2019
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overarching threats to our society and our planet that
cast a shadow not only over our own lives, but over
the lives of future generations, if not the entire human
species.
There is in fact research which suggests that there
has been a significant increase in the level of fear
experienced by Americans generally over the last
several years. While that is not at all surprising, I don’t
think we need to do any research in order to postulate
that if Americans in general are more fearful due to
the ecological, political and military crises that are
currently taking place, then those of us who belong to
any number of minority groups are likely feeling an
even greater sense of threat.
As Jews we have been targeted both by words and
weapons, and we know this is also true of Muslims,
African-Americans and Latin-Americans as well as
people who identify as part of the LGBTQ community.
Within the Jewish community, the psychic impact
of this fear-heightened environment has a uniquely
complex valence. For us, there has been a shock to
our collective psyche because on one hand, this recent
period of increased threat has come on the heels of a
relatively extended period of acceptance and integration
within American society as a whole.
On the other hand, we are still heirs to a very long
history of both planned and spontaneous anti-Semitic
discrimination, oppression and violence in nearly every
part of the world where our people has found itself.
So, even though our overall experience in the United
States has been by far more positive than any other
diaspora location that Jews have ever lived, and even
though the last two to three generations have seen an
unprecedented amount of Jewish participation in and
acceptance by American society more generally, all
of us, regardless of the particulars of our personal and
family history, remain subject to the influence of our
people’s collective trauma once there are events that
trigger its activation.
And we are keenly aware at this moment that such
events have occurred are weighing heavily on us. Most
painfully, the one-year anniversary of the terrorist
attack on the Tree of Life synagogue in Pittsburg will
soon be upon us and we’re still less than six months
removed from a similar attack that targeted a Chabad
continued on page 20
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Yom Kippur sermon,, continued from page 19
synagogue in Poway, California.
There is no doubt that fear is alive and well within the
American Jewish community, which is of course, one
of the central intentions of those who have carried out
these heinous crimes. But we should not be ashamed of
that fear; it’s a healthy response to being under threat.
Still, the question remains, how broad a net are we
casting in our search for meaningful ways for how we
respond to the threat, and for how we respond to our
fear?
The most prevalent line of thinking in the organized
Jewish world has emphasized strengthening the security
protocols in every Jewish institution; a process that
involves increasing vigilance around who is coming
into the building, preparing and rehearsing plans of
action for how to respond in the event of an emergency
situation, and, in many cases, the option of adding
a security professional who as part of his or her role
carries a fire arm.
This is certainly what we have witnessed in our local
Jewish context. And here within our Kol HaLev
community, we have also been working towards
strengthening our security posture even as we attend to a
parallel strengthening of our culture of welcoming. We
have also, as many of you know, been in the midst of a
conversation, and at times a debate, about that last item
on that security protocol list.
To my mind, becoming more security-conscious
and security-literate is absolutely a worthwhile and
responsible goal to pursue, and I am pleased that we are
upping our game in that arena within our community.
Besides the security conversation, there have been
leaders within the national Jewish community who
have argued that the most powerful thing we can do in
the face of violence and bigotry directed our way is to
re-affirm our pride in our own way of life. This also
strikes me as an important aspect of a healthy response
to this challenge.
Many of us probably remember the Shabbat following
the Pittsburgh shootings last fall and the unusually large
of number our own members who showed up that day,
and how powerful and comforting that felt to people
there.
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Both of these approaches feel important, but not
sufficient, if we are truly interested in living with
a sense of greater safety going forward. They both
represent a certain kind of concrete action, which is
one reliable way of diffusing the impact of fear when it
arises. However, my concern is that they are both very
inwardly focused on our own cultural and religious
context. It seems clear to me that playing the long
game of creating a safer society for everyone, will, of
necessity, involve building a more robust inter-ethnic
and inter-religious network of alliances and connection.
As Rabbi David Teutsch, one of the leading teachers
of our movement put it recently: What was ultimately
most significant about the Tree of Life shootings and
the killings that took place in the African-American
church several years ago was not who did the shooting,
but rather the spontaneous outpouring of support for
the black and Jewish communities from across America
that emerged in the days and weeks following: The
size of rallies and vigils. The outpouring of funds. The
protective circles around the houses of worship.
We need to recognize, he continues, that we are
surrounded by friends and allies who share our
commitment to freedom of religion, freedom from want
and freedom from oppression. We need to keep building
bridges with the many groups and individuals who share
our hopes for America and our world.
If we are overcome by fear, we will not be capable of
building those bridges. And if we deceive ourselves into
thinking that we have successfully addressed our fear,
we will not be motivated to do so. But only if we can
muster the courage to recognize our fear, and to see how
that fear is mirrored within the many other communities
with whom we share this country, and to understand
that, whether our bridges are narrow or broad, it is only
when we build them and cross them together, that our
fear can be kept in check, and that we can truly make
progress towards a society and a world in which there is
a maximum of mutual support and care, and a minimum
of mutual harm.
Good Yuntif, Shanah Tovah, a meaningful fast, and May
we all be sealed for a fulfilling, healthy, courageous and
hopeful year!

Kol HaLev Happenings

CALENDAR
9:30-10:30 a.m.

Torah Study. Leader: Rabbi Steve

10:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m.

Shabbat morning service at Ratner.

10 a.m.

Nesiya

2:oo p.m.

Text Me Interfaith Community Program with Rabbi Jeffrey Schein

Mon., Nov. 4

7:30-9:30

New Reconstructionist Approaches in Education with Jeffrey Schein

Wed., Nov. 6

2:00 p.m.

Sat.. Nov. 9

10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.

Sun., Nov. 10

10:00 a.m.

Nesiya

Mon., Nov. 11

7:30-9:00 p.m.

Board Meeting at the home of Martha S. All members are welcome to
attend. Check the weekly update for agenda

Sat., Nov. 1
Sun. Nov. 3

Fri., Nov. 15

Membership Committee Meeting at the home of Leah K. Contact
committee chair Maureen D. for more information
Shabbat Service/Eilan Oster Bar Mitzvah. Lech Lecha. Service leaders:
Rabbi Steve and Eilan. Kiddush hosts: Robyn Novick and Andy Oster.
Safety Corps volunteer needed

Deadline to submit content for the December newsletter to newsletter@kolhalev.net
7:00-8:30 p.m.

Shabbat dinners in members’ homes.

9:30-10:30 a.m.

Torah Study. Leader: Adina Davidson

10:30 a.m.

Hagiga

10:30 a.m.-1:00p.m.

Shabbat Service at the Ratner School. Vayera. Service leader: Bruce
Fallick; Kiddush co-sponsors: Anne & Dan Barach; Kirby Date & Richard
Litwin, in honor of their anniversary; Safety Corps volunteer needed

1:15-1:45 p.m.

Mindful Jewish Practice

Sun. , Nov. 17

10 a.m.

Nesiya

Mon., Nov. 18

7:30 p.m.

Religious Practices Committee Meeting.

Thu., Nov. 21

7:30-9:30 p.m.

Book Group at the home of Happy W. See page 9 for more information

Fri. Nov. 22

6:00-9:00 p.m.

Kabbalat Shabbat and Potluck at the Ratner School. See Weekly Update for potluck assignments. Safety Corps volunteer needed; Kiddush
Host needed

9:30-10:30 a.m.

Mindful Jewish Practice

10:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m.

Musical Shabbat Service at the Ratner School. Chaya Sarah. Service
leader: Rabbi Steve; Kiddush sponsors: Deena and Dick Epstein; Safety
Corps volunteer needed

10:00 a.m.

Nesiya

Sun., Nov. 24

10:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.

Prospective member brunch at the home of Leah K.

Sat., Nov. 30

10:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m.

Shabbat Service at the home of Jane K. Toldot. Service leader: Jane K.
Kiddush sponsor: Art Biagianti.

Sun., Dec. 1

10:00 a.m.

Nesiya

9:30-10:30 a.m.

Torah Study. Leader: Rabbi Steve

10:30 a.m.

Hagiga

10:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m

Shabbat Service at the Ratner School. Vayetzei. Service leader: Rabbi
Steve. Kiddush co-hosts: Lila Hanft & David Roberts and Robin Holzman in honor of Lila’s birthday.; Safety Corps volunteer needed

Sat., Nov. 16

Sat., Nov.. 23

Sat., Dec. 7
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CALENDAR

Save the date!
Sun., Dec. 22

5:00-7:00 p.m.

Intergenerational Hanukkah Party at the Ratner School

Kol HaLev Happenings is the newsletter of Kol HaLev, Cleveland’s Reconstructionist Jewish Community. Please
email newsletter@kolhalev.net with comments, complaints, corrections, suggestions, or content for upcoming
issues. Back issues of Kol HaLev Happenings can be downloaded from the Kol HaLev website.
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